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Preface 

 

In order to give account and enhance the visibility of the International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission 

(in the following: IHFFC, Commission), the Commission reports regularly on its activities by way of submitting 

an annual Presidential Report to its Member States, and by publishing selected elements of it on its website, 

subject to applicable rules on confidentiality. 

 

I. Summary 
 

In light of the ongoing pandemic, 2020 has been a difficult year for the IHFFC. Most importantly, the 

Commission could build on the 2019 outreach activities, but had to adapt to the circumstances of the 

pandemic. The Commission had to cancel its Annual Meeting. Nevertheless, the Commission adapted to the 

situation, and took a number of important decisions by means of electronic communications. The Bureau, in 

particular, developed a new format of regular (monthly) digital meetings. This facilitated the preparation of 

decisions to offer the Commission’s good offices in a number of situations of armed conflict, and to perform 

some virtual outreach activities. The Commission continued to lobby for support of the substantial pledge in 

support of the Commission, which had been launched at the 33rd International Conference of the Red Cross 

and the Red Crescent by a cross-regional group of States. 



 

As the pandemic hopefully declines, the Commission will step up its efforts again to convince States to 
recognize its competence and enhance its visibility in view of being mandated to conduct enquiries or perform 
its good offices. The Commission wishes to enhance its outreach activities in respect of the African continent, 
in particular. In light of the pandemic, the Commission aims to strengthen its operational capacities.  
 

II. The 2017-2021 Term of Office1 
 

1. States having recognised the Commission’s competence  

 

As of 31 December 2020, 76 States Parties to the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 

1949 and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts of 8 June 1977 (in the following: 

AP I) had recognized the competence of the IHFFC. 

 

2. Members and officers 

 
In 2020, the IHFFC continued to operate with the 15 members elected on 8 December 2016 for the 2017-2021 
term of office.  
 
The members of the Bureau were all re-elected as officers on the basis of electronic communication in 
June/July 2020. 
 

3. Upcoming elections (19 November 2021) 
 
On 19 November 2021, States having recognized the Commission's competence will elect the fifteen members 
of the Commission during a diplomatic conference organized by Switzerland.  The Bureau and the Secretariat 
have taken steps to inform States Parties as early as possible about these elections, in order to increase 
chances for candidates from as many different countries as possible and enhance the equitable geographic 
distribution of membership of the Commission. 

 

III. Continued State Support 
 

1. Group of Friends 

 

Even though the Group of Friends could not meet during 2020, the Commission appreciates the ongoing 

support of its members. The Commission hopes to continue its exchanges with the Group of Friends in 2021. 

 

2. Pledge  

 

On the occasion of the 33rd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, a cross-regional 

group of States had submitted a joint open Pledge to support the Commission (Pledge Number OP330249, 

available on https://rcrcconference.org/pledge/support-for-the-international-humanitarian-fact-finding-

commission-ihffc). States could sign up to this Pledge until 31 December 2020. By the end of 2020, the pledge 

had 31 signatories. The Commission is grateful for the support expressed thereby. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 For developments in in 2017-2018 see "Presidential Report on Activities of the Commission 2017-2018"; for those in 2019 see "Presidential Report 
on Activities of the Commission 2019". 

 



 

IV. Activities in 2020 
 
1. Annual Meeting 2020 

 

The fourth Annual Meeting during the 2017-2021 term of office had to be cancelled in light of the pandemic. 

A number of important decisions were taken by electronic communication. The Bureau of the Commission 

was re-elected. Upon proposals by the President and Bureau of the Commission, the Presidential Report 2019, 

the Auditor’s Report 2019, the Budget Implementation Report 2019 and the Draft Budget 2021 were adopted 

unanimously in July 2020. 

 

2. Bureau Meetings 2020 

 
In light of the pandemic, the President and Bureau decided to initiate regular Bureau meetings in digital 
format. After overcoming a number of technical problems, these meetings have become a modality that the 
Bureau will propose to the Commission to uphold even after the pandemic. The monthly exchange is of utmost 
important for the Commission to more effectively pursue its activities. Even though Bureau members invested 
quite a lot of time into the preparation and implementation of this pattern of work, they decided, in light of 
the pandemic, to send a positive signal by not charging their working hours to the Commission budget in 2020.  

 
Formal Bureau meetings in digital format were held on 18 June, 21 July, 3 September, 1 October, 3 November, 
10 November, and 15 December 2020. Issues discussed by the Bureau were progress related to further 
developing its methods of work, possible offers of good offices, outreach activities, and a review of the 
Commission's understanding of key legal issues related to its mandate. The latter includes a review of the 2016 
version of a Common Understanding of the Commission on Key Legal Issues Relating to Admissibility and 
Competence. 

 

3. Enquiries / Good offices 

 
The Commission proposed its services to the governments of both the Republic of Armenia and the Republic 
of Azerbaijan through identical letters dated 7 October 2020. The IHFFC indicated that it stands ready to assist 
both the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republic of Armenia with regard to the situation in Nagorno-Karabakh. 
 
Furthermore, the Commission has proposed its services to the government of the Federal Democratic Republic 
of Ethiopia by a letter dated 29 December 2020, standing ready to assist Ethiopia with regard to developments 
in the Tigray Region. 
 

The Commission was not mandated to conduct enquiries or to perform its good offices in 2020. 

 

5. Budget 

 

The 2020 budget of the IHFFC amounted to CHF 211'700 

 

6. Secretariat 

 

According to AP I (Article 90 para. 1, lit. f) Switzerland, in its capacity as the depositary of AP I, provides the 

Secretariat of the IHFFC.  

 

 12 March 2021, Bern 
 

 Thilo Marauhn 

 President of the International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission 


